INTRODUCTION

Avoiding the risk that someone may steal something from a container is the key function of a barrier seal. Currently, in addition to this function, barrier seal must ensure that no one can open a container and put contaminated products or illegal immigrants in it.

Barrier seal was created in the early ‘90s when it was discovered how to tamper with the openings of a container without touching the seal, but rather acting on the container handle.

Barrier seal acts as a fork that blocks the central barriers of the container. This seal is adjustable through the several holes along the barrier.

A high security barrier seal must have the same numbering on the following parts:
- On the barrier
- On the metal pin
- On the plastic bolt part

Moreover, each barrier seal must be guaranteed both by the producer and by international entities intended for that purpose. These entities grant an ISO 17712-2013 certification. Both Forkseal and New Forkseal have the above-mentioned certification.

As a matter of fact, in 27 years of production, FORKSEAL® has never been tampered with.
FORKSEAL is the world’s first barrier seal designed and realised by LeghornGroup.
ISO 17712:2013 APPROVED

NEW FORKSEAL:
Innovative version of barrier seal for container.
ISO 17712:2013 APPROVED

BLOCK BAR:
The world’s cheapest barrier seal.
ISO 17712:2013 APPROVED

THE CARGO CLAMP:
There is no barrier seal in the world bigger and sturdier than this type.
Many worldwide companies sought to copy our barrier seals, especially FORKSEAL. But none of them have yet succeeded in realising it with all the anti-tampering expedients that LeghornGroup has included in its original product.

Our entire organisation is at your disposal in order to help you choose the most suitable product for your needs.
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